In this paper, we investigate the set of positive contractions in 9(LP9 L'j. Results presented here have the same character as the KreinMilman theorem. We approximate positive contractions on i" by convex combinations of norm attaining extreme positive contractions (Theorem 1). .J. Hennefeld [17] proved that the unit ball of the space of compact operators on Ip is the norm closed convex huh of its extreme points for ! < D < 3~, p # 2. In Section 2, we present approximation theorems for positive contractions. Using Lindenstrauss's result, we show that a certain class of norm attaining operators is norm.dense. Next we prove that the positive part of the unit ball of operators is the closure on the convex huil of the set of norm attaining extreme positive contractions in the strong operator topology. The approximation theorems for operators on i" and L" [O, I] . This is related tc a result of J. R. Brown [3] .
In Section 4 we give a characterization of the norm attaining extreme positive contractions in several cases. Note that this is related to the characterization of extreme doubly stochastic measures. From the facts presented in [16] it follows that the locally affine structure of the positive contractions in Y(LP(m), L'(n)) (1~ Y < p < S) is similar to the structure of doubly stochastic measures. Therefore in Section 3 we present those properties of doubly stochastic matrices which we use in Section 4 for the description of norm attaining extreme positive contractions in
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?fi21-9~,5 '9~ ~3.~2 c opji!ghr C 1993 S> A;adeiSc TX%.. in.:. %il rik!S of r;prod;lciion ic a3) h3 rzsrr:r.& 9(LP(m), L'(n)). In the finite dimensional case, extreme positive contractions are characterized in [13] . We also prove that the norm attaining extreme positive contractions are exposed points of the positive part of the unit ball of operators.
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
Let (X, -3, HZ) be a a-finite measure space. As usual, we denote by LP(nz), 1 < p < co : the Banach lattice of all p-summable real-valued functions on X with standard norm and order. If X= (1,2, . . . . n >, n > cc (X= IV), and m is a counting measure we write I," (IP) instead of LP(m). If X= CO, 1 ] and m is the Lebesgue measure, we write briefly L "[O, 11. In the case of sequence Ip-spaces, we denote by (ek) the canonical base (i.e., (ek)i=8ki). The cone of positive functions (fa 0) in LP(m) is denoted by -LP,(nz). The adjoint space [LC(m)]' is identified with LP'(m): where l/p + l/p'= 1. For f E LP(m), we define its support by suppf= {x E X: f(x) #O}. Note that supp f is defined modulo null sets. Let 1 <r < cc and let (Y, .g, n) be a a-finite measure space. We denote by Y(LP(m), L'(n)) the Banach space of all linear bounded operators from Lp(m) into L'(n). An operator is said to be positive (T > 0) if Tf > 0 whenevery> 0. The set of all positive operators is denoted by 5?+ (LP(m), L"(n)). We denote the positive part of the unit ball of diP,(LP(m), L"(n)) by 9. We define the support of a positive operator T, denoted by supp T, as a maximal set A c X such that Tl,, = 0. We say that an operator TeY+(LP(m), L'(n)) is elementary provided there are no non-zero operators Tr , T2 E 6p, (LP(m), L'(n)) such that T= T, + T2 and (supp T,) n (supp T2) = (supp T;") n (supp T;) = @ (cf. [16] ).
For felt', gE L'(n) we denote by g@f the operator from B(LP(m), L'(n)) such that (g@f)(k) = g j f1z dm. Note that if suppf= X, supp g = Y then g@f is an elementary operator. Also if T 2 Sa 0, and S is elementary, then T is an elementary operator. For TE Z(LP(m), L'(n)), we define its isometric domain as M(T) = (fe LP(m): )I Tfll = !I TI( ilfll }. If M(T) # (0 >, then we say that T is norm attaining. The properties of M(T) and J(T)= (suppf:f~M(T)) are considered in [16] . To every operator TEY(Z~~ I') ( or 9(/L, Ii)), there corresponds a unique matrix (to) with real entries, such that (Tf)i = xi t&. Clearly the adjoint operator T* E 9(Zr', I"') with l/p + l/p' = l/r + l/r' = 1 is determined in the same manner by the transposed matrix. We identify an operator with its matrix.
The graph G(T) of a matrix T= ( tii) is defined by the following formula. To the ith row, there corresponds a (row) node xi, i= 1,2, . . . . and to the jth column, there corresponds a column node yj, j= 1,2, . . . . There is an edge joining xi and ?;j if and only if tii # 0.
APPROXIMATION THEOREMS
The proposition below is a modification of Theorem 1 in [26] . ~OPOSITION 1. Let 1 < r < p < x and /et
L'(n)); XEJ(T), YEJ(T")j.
Then A" is norm dense in Z'+(LP(m), L'(n)).
Proof. Let us fix ~10 and To~2'~(LP(m),Lr(njj.
Let f~L<(n;)~ gEL'_(nj where l;fli = i/g!) = 1, suppf=X, supp g= I'. Put T= T,c Eg ~$3 J Obviously 11 T -T,!l = E. Now we construct an operator FE ,i ^ s~h that 1: f--T(I < E. We use the construction given in the proof of Theorem t in C263. Assume. without loss of generality that jl Tii = 1, 0 < E < I/3. We choose first a monotonically decreasing sequence {cki of positive numbe:s such that Z&,<E, 2 f Ei < &h: Ek < l,:lo.k, The operators T,, are convex combinations of elements of positive p$s of the unit sphere. We have llT,ll= I/( l/n) Cz= I jT--ilIp. = 3 l/z;. Thus T, -+ 0. In the case when L'(n) is infinite dimensional we present analogous arguments.
If LP(m) and L"(n) are finite dimensional, then the statement of Proposition 2 is not true. Indeed, then 9(Lp(m), L'(n)) can be identified with 6p(Z,4, I;,). Since all norms are equivalent on a finite dimensional space, there exist constants ci, cz 3 0 such that The proof of the above property can be found also in L1.5, Corollary 11. Note that the finiteness of the measures ;L and 1' in the assumption of Property 1 cannot be omitted (see [ 15] ). We reca!l that a matrix ? E %(p, v) is said to be uniquely determined in S(p, vj by its graph provided there is no matrix R # P in ST@, v) such that the graph G(X) is a subgraph of G(P). In [lS], the following fact is proved. [25] . The conjecture that extreme doubly stochastic measures on 10 , l] 2: [O, 1 j are stipported graphs oP measurabie maps or that extreme doubly stochastic operators are generated by invertible measure preserving transformations (as a nati;ral generalization of permutation matrices) turns out not to be true. The geometric structure of extreme doubly stochastic measures is more ccmplicated. V. Losert [27] presented an example of extreme doubly stcchastic _ -. *G i., RYSZARD GRZ.@LEW:CZ measures on [0, 1 ] x [IO, 11, whose support is the whole space. The se: Oi operators generated by invertible measure preserving transformations is a propet subset of the set of extreme doubly stochastic operators. The convex hull of the set of operators generated by invertible measure preserving transformations is dense in the set of doubly stochastic operators in the L'-strong operator topology (see 121) and in the L '-strong operator topology (see [20] ). The problem of characterization of doubly stochastic measures on [0, 11 x [0, 1 ] in terms of measure theory remains open; however, some partial results are known (see [4, 311) .
EXTREME POSITIVE COXTRACTIOK
In this section, we consider extreme points of the positive part of the uait ball of L?(/~, 1'). In particular we show that the graph of the extreme positive contraction is a tree. The form of the graph of a matrix does not characterize extreme points. We also give a description of operators in A" n ext .P. Obviously, if one of the spaces t" or L' is finite dimensional: then each operator in 5?(LP, L') is norm attaining and ,.;1-C-J ext 9 = ext 3. Therefore our result is an extension of the result for finite dimensionai spaces presented in [13] . We ::a~ Using the same arguments as those from the proof of Theorems 4 and 5 we can obtain the following theorems. Let n be sufhciently large (i.e., G( T,,) includes Ct where T,? = ~7~). Xote that T+, are finite dimensional operators and not extreme. It is not difkuit to see that for 7, there exists S,, = (.s;) such that ;iT,i S,J < iI Tjil'! < :, i T,: 2 S,,>,O, the graph G(S,) = C, and fii,j,;= 1~" j for some (lo: io)~ C IQjC,, Choose a subsequence nk 7 r~, such that lim, j ~ 3; = si exist for all (i. ,il-. Xote that 5: # 0 for some (i, .ij: i.e.: SJ.$) # 0. It is easy to see that for all fe Ip. Hence ii T* Soi; 6 1. We have T + S, 3 0. Therefore T-i-S,E9> i.e., T is not extreme.
Note that the characterization of the extreme positive contractions In ip(lp, I?), I < F< ,x, is presented in [!2$ 5. EXPOSED POINTS Let Q be a convex set. We recall that q. E Q is exposed if there exists a !inear functional < such that <(qO)> c(q) for ali go Q',,(qoj. An exposed point q. E Q is called strongly exposed if for any sequence q,? E Q the condition g(q;i j -+ <(qO) implies qn --f go. Each exposed point is extreme. So~.e that each extreme positive contraction in .9(1:, IL), n, tn < cc, 1 < I' < p < ,x, is strongly exposed (see Theorem 4 in [ 131). THEOREM 9. Let 1 <r<p< x. Let TE~(I~, I'). If T~Xnext 9, then T is exposed but T is not a strongly exposed point of 9.
ProoJ It is easy to see that T= 0 is exposed. Let 0 # TEA' next .Y. Denote by f ~1~ such that /ITfll = l/f!\ = 1, fa0, suppf=supp T. Put E~>O, i: j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . such that & sii < X. Then T is exposed by a functional s' defined by <(S)=(Sf,(Tf)'-')-~aiisii(l-signtii) i. j S= (sii) E dp(I", I'). Indeed, if S is a positive contraction, then I<(Sji < IlSfll Ih(Tf)'P'Ii < 1 and 5(T)= 1. Now suppose that c(S) = 1 for some positive contraction S= (sii). Then Sf = Tf and sii = 0 for all (i, j) such that tii = 0. Thus SE .J$~~-and the graph G(S) is included in the graph G(T). Because T is uniquely determined by f, TJ G(T), we obtain T= S (Remark 2). Thus T is exposed. Now suppose that certain 0 # TE .A' n ext 9 is strongly exposed by fimctional < and 1) T I( = 5( T j = 1. In view of Theorem 3 in each (except at most one) column of (tii) there exist infinitely many zero entries. Therefore there exists a sequence ((i,, j,Z)>zE i such that i,, < i,, + 1, j,, <jn+ I ~ tiSj, = 0, 17 = 1, 2, 3, ,.. . Define R, = (r;) by if i = i, if j= j,Z otherwise.
Obviously O<Cz= i R, < T for all n,E N, so ,IZ2Z, R,I! 6 1. Thus Cz=, {(R,,) < 1. We have ((R,) 20, since T-R,z is a positive contraction and 1 -t(R,) = t(T-R,) d 1. Therefore t(R,) tends to 0 as II tends to ,x. Let X,, be an arbitrary finite subset of tV. Because x:,,.,jO ein @ ejn is a positive contraction, we have C ..,,rT(eieOej,J,< 1. Thus <(einOe,,j tends to 0 as II tends to x. Put T,, = T-R, + ei,@ ej,, tends to 0 as n tends to x. Put T, = T -R,, + e, 0 ej,,. We have T,, B 0, [IT,il < 1, and 5(T,)=~(T)-5(R,~)+r(e,O%)-r" 1, but [IT,,-TII = liej,Oejz-R,II > 1. This contradiction proves that T is not a strongly exposed point of 9'. Using analogous arguments it is easy to see that T= 0 is also not strongly exposed.
The same situation as in Theorem 8 exists when we consider the unit ball of Y(I', I') (see [14] ).
